
HIRING

HACKS
For A Smarter,  

More Scaleable Business



 Because they:

 Hire the right people

 Delegate so you are freed up to work on the business = Mo’ Money!

 Reduce overwhelm for you and current team

 Never worry about an employee bailing on you

 Introduction of new ideas and perspective #innovation

Hey, why are hiring systems so 
#%&*ing important anyway?

Unreasonable hand holding 
Unnecessary hiring and firing
Unproductive team members

... all solved with a deep, professional dive 
into your employee hiring systems.



YES! you’ll love me for it later

Sure, some of these are in your head, but that makes you 
the bottleneck — so start downloading your brain so you 
can grow past a small team! 

 Steps to track your candidates during hiring:

 Application: Be creative  — are you asking for a submission beyond a resume 
 i.e. portfolio, work product, video introduction etc.?

 Phone Screening: Can you tell if a candidate  passes the minimum requirement  
 for a full interview in a 5 minute conversation?

 Interviews: Do you have a consistent interview format that evaluates the candidates  
	 with	fit,	knowledge	and	problem	solving?

 Reference Check: Do you do this? Pssst…yes, you should do this!

 Trial:  Are you testing “on the job” to see if the candidate can actually walk the talk or  
 if the team even likes them? #SinkOrSwim

 Internal Decision:  What criteria did you set up that objectively gives your candidate  
 the green light by you and the team?

 YES:  Did you keep track of how was interested in case your original hire doesn’t  
 work out?

Do I really need to systematize all this?



 Reference documents that save you time and $:

 Job posts: Did you spend time crafting the job post so you don’t get 100’s  
	 of	unqualified	applications?

 Screening questions:  What are your top 3–5 deal breaker questions that enable you  
 to qualify your initial candidate?

 Interview questions:  What is the set of questions that you consistently ask all your  
 candidates per position?

 Trial assessment:  Which criteria allows anyone on the team to evaluate candidates?

 Offer letter:  Are you setting the tone of your leadership with a formal invitation  
 to work for you?

Remember, you want to have a few great 
candidates than a bunch of ones that 
suck up your time. 

Filter every step of the way.

Need help?   
www.scaletime.co
get your weekends back!

The strong survive!


